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May has been a dry month; in Nant Llwynog Park.  But the blossom has been 

stunning and none more so than the creamy, heavily scented May (Hawthorn).  

Numbers and variety of bees and other flying insects visiting have decreased with 

only the commoner bumble bees holding their own.  Their special target has been 

the brilliant, orange-yellow Bird’s-foot-trefoil patches on barer parts of the park. 

 

Hover-flies, the aphids’ enemy, are also low in numbers, and there are fewer white 

larval Case Moth cases emerging from the fruiting heads of last year’s rushes. 

 

And as yet there has been no appearance of the large Water Boatmen, the aggressive 

upside-down, back swimmers.  However, the children on May 25 in Second Pond, in 

a single dip, found a whole range of aquatic invertebrates including beetles, bugs, 

skaters and larval damsel and dragon flies, and the Red Damselfly is already flying. 

 

Another mystery partly solved for me in that single net-full of life was the range of 

Park tadpoles: some had no legs whilst others had four.  I think this indicates the 

development of spawn first noticed in the warmth of mid February alongside that 

from new spawn seen late in March after the long cold spell.  And yet another 

insight: that net also contained a number of newt tadpoles (Palmates), and newts had 

only been seen once spring on April 20-in the Round Pond. 

 

Nonetheless I have to report you can now walk across the big Swamp and the 

Second Pond, and no water has entered the Park through the main streams from the 

Common since February.  A new underground fissure may have diverted our usual 

supply and so causing today’s drought. 

 

Swallows and Martins, not surprisingly have been scarcer 

this May, but the Cuckoos managed well on their diet of 

caterpillars and ground-based insects.  Bedlinog should be 

regarded as a stronghold; though we cannot be sure they 

laid eggs in the Park.  There, we do have two Hedge 

Sparrow (Dunnock) territories, and the female Cuckoo does 

habitually place an egg in the nests of this species. 

 

Our regular migrant warblers, mostly fresh from Africa, the Blackcap, Chiffchaff, 

and Willow Warbler sang well in the Park for the Friends Group on May 5, 

International Dawn Chorus Day.  Interestingly, they arrive and sing at least 3 weeks 

earlier in Abercynon, and a week or more in Coly Row. 

 

I was determined to undertake my first dusk bat watch of 2019, and on May 20, 

from 20:45, hid underneath the young trees inside copse 11 at the near edge of the 

Angling Pond.  But at 21.30, Jackdaws returning to their roost in Copse 8 at its far 

edge, spotted and mobbed me, barely 5m above my head.  I stood my ground and 

presently the birds drifted along to their sleeping places! 

 

Would any bats also have detected me?  By now it was dark, quiet and I was cold 

and abandoning all hope.  Then at 21.32, 10m ahead and 3m above the water 

surface, were the first strong flutterings of bats.  There were perhaps six of them, all 

of the same type, and after 10 minutes I left them for home, completely satisfied. 
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